
China Ubuntu Mini PC Manufacturer Cheap Mini PC in China



Specifications
Model No. China Ubuntu Mini PC Manufacturer
CPU Amlogic S905X3 64-bit Quad Core ARM® Cortex™ A55 CPU
GPU G31™ MP2 GPU processor
RAM DDR3: 2GB/4GB
ROM eMMC: 32GB(Optional: 16GB/64GB)
OS Ubuntu20.04(Linux5.15)
WiFi IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac; 2.4G / 5G
Bluetooth BT4.2
Desktop lubuntu /xubuntu / lxde / xfce4
Apps & Services You can install applications or services by apt or dpkg.
Default Language English
I/O Port
HDMI 1*HDMI 2.1

USB 1* USB 3.0
2* USB 2.0

AV Out only Android
IR Reciver Remote Reciver Connect [Optional]
RTC [Optional]
LED Display Time & Icons

RJ45 Ethernet Interface;
Support 10/100/1000M

TF card slot Support 4GB/8GB/16GB/32GB/64GB
Power
Power Supply DC 5V/2A

 

 

 

























Affordable Innovation Our company takes pride in being one of China's top
manufacturers of Ubuntu Mini PCs that are both affordable and innovative. We
believe that everyone should have access to cutting-edge technology without
compromising on quality, which is why we offer cost-effective solutions that cater
to a wide range of users.

High-Quality Components Despite our competitive prices, we never
compromise on the quality of our Mini PCs. Each device is built using high-quality
components to ensure reliable performance and longevity. Whether you're using
it for work, entertainment, or education, our Mini PCs deliver exceptional results.

Versatile Computing Our Ubuntu Mini PCs are versatile computing devices
suitable for various tasks. From web browsing and document editing to
multimedia playback and light gaming, our Mini PCs can handle it all. Experience
smooth and responsive performance for your everyday computing needs.

Energy-Efficient Design We understand the importance of energy efficiency in
today's world. That's why our Mini PCs are designed to be energy-efficient,



helping you save on electricity costs while reducing your environmental footprint.
Enjoy a powerful computing experience without unnecessary energy
consumption.

Compact and Space-Saving Our Mini PCs feature a compact and space-saving
design, making them ideal for small spaces or minimalist setups. Whether you
place it on your desk, mount it behind your monitor, or tuck it away in a corner,
our Mini PC blends seamlessly into any environment.

User-Friendly Ubuntu OS With Ubuntu Linux pre-installed, our Mini PCs offer a
user-friendly operating system that's easy to navigate and customize. Enjoy
access to a vast library of open-source software, security updates, and a
supportive community of Ubuntu users.

Customization Options We understand that every user has unique needs and
preferences. That's why we offer customization options for our Mini PCs, allowing
you to tailor the specifications and features according to your requirements.
Whether you need more storage, RAM, or connectivity options, we've got you
covered.

Conclusion In conclusion, our China-based company stands out as a top Ubuntu
Mini PC manufacturer, offering affordable, high-quality, and versatile computing
solutions. Experience the power of innovation without breaking your budget.
Upgrade to our Ubuntu Mini PC today and unlock a world of possibilities.


